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Refurnishing homes in a bombed city: moral geographies of the Utility 

furniture scheme in London 

The London Blitz was a catalyst for national state control of the entire 

commodity network for furniture; the only wartime commodity for which this 

was done. The Utility furniture scheme sought to manage material shortages and 

combat profiteering in the markets for new and second-hand furniture. It also 

responded to the vulnerability of the nation’s furniture producers, which were 

disproportionately concentrated in and around London. Set against the 

immorality of indiscriminate bombing of civilian populations and illegal 

practices on the ‘black market’, the Utility scheme prescribed new moral 

geographies of equitable distribution based on need; of consumer rights 

protection; and of improvements to labour conditions and wages. The paper 

intervenes into debates about the social construction of moral geographies by 

examining the collective institutional response of the Utility scheme and the 

manner in which it sought to provision wartime homes.  

Keywords: moral geographies; Utility furniture; furniture industry; home, 

London Blitz, social justice 

1. Introduction 

The Utility furniture scheme, which was planned in late 1942 and implemented from 

1943 by Britain’s wartime coalition government, represented a distinctive response to 

the materials shortages generated by war as well as to the specific impacts of the 

London Blitz1 on the city’s households and furniture industry. The bombing of London 

acted as a catalyst for action:  it brought about state control of the entire commodity 

network of furniture design, manufacturing, distribution and consumption. No other 

consumer goods were coordinated in this way during the Second World War and until 

the closure of the scheme in 1952.  As design historians of Utility have emphasised, 

“one of the main roles of the Utility scheme […] was that it should be seen to be fair to 

the whole population in its allocation of scarce consumer goods.”2  At the same time, 
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the pursuit of equity at a national level emerged directly from assessments of socio-

economic dynamics at work in London, notably moral concerns over historic labour 

conditions and wages within the furniture industry—particularly in the East End..  That 

is, London is central to an understanding of wartime furniture commodity control and 

industry restructuring, not just because of the spatial concentration of the industry in the 

capital, but further because late nineteenth century moral geographic understandings of 

sweated labour and sweated trades in London were so important to the framing of the 

Utility furniture scheme.   

In this paper we extend our previous analysis of the pragmatic character of the 

scheme3 to foreground the moral geographies of Utility. In so doing we make four 

important contributions. First, we develop geographers’ engagements with moral 

philosophy as a means of “ask[ing] questions about social and spatial justice.”4 

Importantly, we extend debates about how moral geographies are constructed by 

understanding how ‘morality’ is expressed through “the world of collectivities and 

institutions” rather than “the consideration of individual conduct.”5  Moreover, we 

reveal the varied and morally complex nature of these geographies by examining 

institutional responses by the Nazi state to parallel pressures. Secondly, we argue that 

whilst Utility was a national scheme it cannot be fully understood without examining 

how it was shaped by the distinctive geographies and characteristics of the London 

furniture industry as it developed over the 19th and early 20th centuries. In this sense, we 

tease out some connections between locally grounded and more spatially extensive 

networks of action and intervention. Third, our focus on the impacts of the Utility 

scheme on the London furniture industry fills a significant gap within existing analyses 

of the twentieth century furniture industry,6 which tend to pass over the wartime period 

and calculate trends between the 1921 and 1951 Censuses.7  We argue this neglect is 
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unfortunate since Utility established important dynamics for London’s post-war 

furniture industry. Fourth, and following on from the above, we are able to extend 

discussions of the post-war reconstruction of bombed cities and their tendencies to 

focus on the physical architectures and planning of the built environments, to draw 

attention to how cities were also remade through the spaces of the home and the 

networks through which material items are produced and supplied.  

Our account of Utility’s geographies should not be viewed as ‘moral’ “in any 

absolute sense”8—that is, as ‘good’ rather than ‘bad’ or ‘just’ versus ‘unjust’ in general 

or universal terms.  The Utility scheme was based upon a set of practical organisational 

arrangements designed to resolve crisis and scarcity in an equitable and socially just 

manner, acting to both produce and reproduce moral geographies in and beyond 

London.  That is, ‘moral assumptions and arguments often have built into their very 

heart thinking about space, place, environment, landscape and (in short) geography’9.  

As Garelli and Tazzioli have more recently argued, the notion of moral geographies 

allows us to understand how morality takes on a strong “spatial articulation”:  morality 

can become  “a spatial technology (predicated on space and through space); a spatial 

outcome […] and […] an economic space.”10    

Moral geographies are thus complex and ambiguous. There is of course a strong 

irony that the Utility scheme emerged amidst the immorality of war; and as part of the 

indiscriminate bombing of civilian populations across “innumerable settlements in the 

European and Pacific theatres of war.”11  At the same time that London’s householders 

were able to purchase Utility furniture made by ‘designated’ firms, other London 

furniture manufacturers were engaged in the production of wood based military 

equipment, (ranging from ammunition cases and tent pegs to aircraft such as the de 
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Havilland Mosquito12 and Horsa Glider), which were deployed to wage war and 

undertake bombing raids against civilian populations in enemy cities.   

The paper is organised as follows: in the first section below, we scrutinise 

longstanding concerns about the furniture industry and in particular its distinctive 

characteristics in and across London.  This includes unpacking moral anxieties about 

working conditions in the industry, about the quality of products supplied to consumers; 

and reflecting upon moral evaluations of problems within the ‘East End’ trade, which 

were at times xenophobic. We then examine the immediate circumstances and moral 

concerns provoked by the start of the war, consequent from the London Blitz and its 

impact upon the city’s furniture industry and the consumer market.  This section details 

how the Utility furniture scheme sought to respond to pressing circumstances of war as 

well as to seek to ‘correct’ problems within the furniture trade as historically 

constituted.  The specific impacts of the scheme upon the London furniture industry is 

documented in a fourth section, before we move on to consider the legacies and 

resonances of the Utility scheme for London in the post war period.  Our conclusions 

draw into focus broader insights into moral geographies that our analysis has revealed. 

2. Historic concerns with the London furniture industry  

The wartime motivations for the Utility scheme emerged amidst a set of much older 

moral assessments about the shape of the London furniture industry, which had been 

historically characterised by long hours, low wages and unsanitary conditions. Although 

some larger firms existed, the furniture industry at the time of Charles Booth 

predominantly involved subdivided, specialised subcontracting arrangements, in which 

“small makers” oversaw fewer than 6 workers, utilising little capital or machinery.13   

Much production was speculative: ‘East End manufacture was done to the express order 

of the dealer:  a maker would produce for stock only when times were slack, and might 
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have to hawk the goods thus made along Curtain Road.’14  Small makers often worked 

out of rented small rooms at the back of residential properties, as documented in 

Samuels’ East End Underworld.15  

The London furniture industry had been a particular focus of concern in the 

1888 House of Lords Select Committee report on Sweated Trades; and featured in 

Booth’s reports on London Life and Labour as well as the follow-up New Survey 

undertaken by the London School of Economics in 1928.16  The latter was critical of 

interwar labour conditions:   

while on the whole wages and conditions of work have altered for the better, one of 

the grave evils of the furnishing trades is still the large number of small cabinet-

makers who have no margin for bad times, and not being members of trade unions, 

sick clubs or provident associations, soon sink into the poverty-stricken class when 

times are bad, or public taste changes, or when the breadwinner falls ill or dies.17 

Whilst established to report into potential profiteering in the furniture industry in the 

aftermath of the First World War, a 1920 Commons Subcommittee reported that in fact, 

the return of nineteenth century sweated conditions was of more grave concern.18  

Honourable/dishonourable trades: East End/West End furniture makers 

Moral judgements and discourses about labour conditions in the furniture industry had 

long rested upon a reputational distinction between an ‘honourable’ West End and 

‘dishonourable’ East End furniture trade, first articulated by Henry Mayhew in the mid 

nineteenth century.  Citing Mayhew, Edwards asserts that the:    

‘dishonourable’ part of the trade operated in the East End of London, where the 

‘sweating system’ took advantage of self-employed cabinet makers and pushed 

down the possibility of quality work by price pressure, lack of training, and fierce 

competition.19  
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Such prejudicial assessment, however, oversimplified what in practice was a more 

complex mosaic of firm practices and types.   For example, as part of the Booth survey, 

Aves reported that some East End firms were “makers of considerable size, the produce 

of whose shops rivals that made in any other part of London, and who pay almost as 

high wages as any in the West End.20  

One of the significant moral geographies at work in the ‘honourable’/ 

‘dishonourable’ binary was a repeatedly expressed opinion that the prevalence of 

sweating in the furniture and clothing trades had emerged and was reinforced as a result 

of a distinct wave of Jewish immigration to the East End from Russia and Poland in the 

late nineteenth century.  Xenophobia was significant in the damning of the East End 

sweated trade, as revealed in Booth’s account:   

The unfortunate East End worker, struggling to support his family and keep the 

wolf from the door, […] is met and vanquished by the Jew fresh from Poland or 

Russia, accustomed to a lower standard of life, and above all of food, than would 

be possible to a native of these islands; less skilled and perhaps less strong, but in 

his way more fit pliant, adaptable, patient, adroit.21  

Conversely, West End firms were celebrated as fair wage employers.  The 1888 Pall 

Mall Gazette reviewed late nineteenth century firm Collinson and Lock, who 

manufactured and displayed reproduction and ‘art’ furniture: 

All their [Collinson and Lock’s] furniture is made by Englishmen, who are paid ten 

pence and a shilling an hour, and not by Jews in the East End for threepence or 

fourpence.22  

Smith has argued that low wages, subcontracting and piecework were well established 

in the London furniture industry before Jewish immigrant workers arrived in the 1890s; 

emphasising that many Jews arrived as skilled cabinetmakers.23 He further underscores 

a peculiar double condemnation:  Jewish immigrants (described as ‘aliens’) were 
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‘blamed for being sweaters, while also being stigmatised as the hapless victims of 

sweaters’24   

Consumer concerns 

Critical historical assessments of parts of the furniture trade extended to expressions of 

concern about the nature of goods offered to consumers.  As Aves reported: 

…in the great bulk of the trade repetition, and the making up of fresh patterns 

which are simply slight variations on those already in the market, are the ruling 

practices. […] the hurry is too great, and the popular demand for cheapness, cheap 

things “at any cost,” too strong, to give much opportunity for the exercise of 

artistic talent, or to allow much really good and careful work to be produced.25   

Aves expressed disquiet that downward pressure on prices and wages meant consumers 

were offered hastily produced furniture which lacked original design elements and was 

poor value for money.26  The New London Life and Labour Report reiterated that 

consumers could be misled by the concealment of materials and ‘workmanship’ in 

inferior quality furniture (particularly upholstery); and were even the target of outright 

deception in the sale of furniture claimed to be antique:  in certain parts of the industry 

“faking becomes an art.”27  

Through the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the specific demands 

and dynamics of the London consumer market, including furniture, acted as key drivers 

of industrial development in the capital, highly reliant as it was upon conspicuous and 

“competitive consumption.”28  Seasonal patterns of production in the furniture industry 

were even more exaggerated in London:  the ‘season’ drove purchase fluctuations in 

amongst high-end consumers placing orders with West London retailers, for example.  

More generally, the capital was seen to display high levels of consumer demand for 

“variety and variation.”29  Whilst at one level such forces may have produced an 
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industrial structure that was ‘more responsive and dynamic than in the provinces,’30 a 

pursuit of endless ‘variety’ in the London industry created downward wage price spirals 

as competition amongst subcontractors directly led to ‘declining profits for masters and 

declining wages for workmen’31  As Steadman-Jones has emphasised, sweating  

was one radical solution to the problem of provincial factory competition.  

Temporarily at least, it provided a successful answer to the most pressing problem 

of the inner London manufacturer—how to offset the disadvantages of high rents, 

expensive fuel, high wages and scarce skills in competition with cheaper semi-

skilled factory production.32 

In turn, consumers were disadvantaged by substandard products: the purchaser of ‘junk’ 

furniture ‘was cheated and his money wasted.’33  Such a consumer was explicitly 

deceived by low quality furniture that merely gave ‘the appearance of value by showy 

exteriors’.34 

In summary, therefore, in the period prior to the outbreak of war the dominant 

characterisation of London’s East End furniture trade was as a long-standing cause of 

poor quality furniture, copying and sweated trades. For reformers, however, these 

associations and the reforms they necessitated were by extension a challenge for the 

whole national space economy of furniture making. In this sense, therefore, the reforms 

initiated by the catalytic effect of war and as enacted through the Utility furniture 

scheme rested on a distinctive moral geography of a disreputable East End furniture 

trade in London. The paper will now examine the development of the scheme, detail 

how it sought to fix these and emergent moral challenges, and assess the impacts upon 

London’s firms and consumers.   

3.  The wartime Utility furniture scheme 

The outbreak of war and the bombing of London from September 1940 aggravated 
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existing concerns over the furniture industry whilst also mapping onto it a new set of 

challenges and moral apprehensions. The destruction of homes and displacement of 

‘bombee’ households rapidly increased demand for furniture whilst simultaneously 

undermining production capacity, as industrial premises were destroyed, voluntarily 

closed or in the case of larger premises diverted into war work. This left limited plant 

and labour capacity in the capital’s remaining small and medium sized firms. Restricted 

supplies of raw materials, notably timber, plywood and veneers, due to disrupted 

international supply chains and rationing for military use compounded the situation, as 

did a general rise in consumer purchasing power via earnings from war work. 

Acute shortages of furniture as a consumer good led to rapid price inflation 

across markets for both new and second-hand furniture, with which price control 

legislation, such as the June 1940 Price of Goods Act and the May 1942 Goods and 

Services (Price Control) Act struggled to contend.35  Inevitably, price inflation led to 

concerns over ‘uneconomic production and the use of inferior substitute materials’36 

alongside governmental anxieties over profiteering and an emerging black market, 

particularly in second-hand furniture. 37 There were also reports of theft and looting of 

bombed premises. The full extent of overt criminal activity is difficult to judge 

empirically. Some accounts provide anecdotal evidence of its character in the early 

years of the war, such as Thomas’ example of thieves stripping an entire street in 

Dover: 

there was little doubt that this was the work of a London gang, large enough to 

dispose of such quantities at a time when the underground market in second-hand 

domestic goods was most active… [given timber supply restrictions from 5 

September 1939] pre-war items were at a premium on the illegal market supplied 

by thieves and looters.38 

Thomas suggests that ‘looters and thieves’ specifically targeted furniture firms, citing a 
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theft involving collusion with a transport manager at Zinkins and Co., of Mare Street, 

Hackney.39  However whilst the general threat of organised crime and concerns about 

wartime profiteering were certainly present, other commentators have more 

meticulously assessed the scale and nature of the wartime ‘black market’.  Roodhouse 

argues that: 

Large-scale black market operations involving big sums of money and large 

quantities of controlled goods were few and far between, but petty transactions 

involving large numbers of people and little or no money were commonplace.40   

Whilst “illegal dealing increased rapidly during 1941 as the number of control schemes 

increased and shortages became acute,” this tended to involve the trading or theft of 

coupons (rather than goods); the gifting of coupons; or the banking of coupons with 

retailers.41  Whilst coupon trading and selling were clearly illegal, Roodhouse 

emphasises that whilst the media “and on occasion officials” publicly associated the 

‘black market’ with organised crime, most activity took place through ‘grey market’ 

exchanges involving goods such as cosmetics, small items of clothing and food; and not 

large items such as furniture.42 

Designing and implementing the Utility scheme 

Whatever the full extent of ‘black market’ activities, assumptions or expectations about 

how they might create inequalities in the production, distribution and consumption of 

goods formed an important motivation for government intervention. Utility represented 

a collective institutional attempt to establish a new set of equitable moral geographies 

regarding furniture distribution and consumption, and the labour conditions of its 

production. The first of these moral interventions controlled sales of Utility furniture to 

consumers ‘in need’ and in possession of a government issued buying permit.  A rigid 
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system of pointing was designed, under which a specific number of units were required 

for each piece of furniture.  In 1942 ‘priority classes’ of consumers were defined as 

couples and/or “bombees” who 

proposed to marry and set up house within three weeks or who had married on or 

after 1st January 1941; people who were setting up house because they had or were 

about to have young children, and people who had lost furniture through enemy 

action.43 

Later in the war the definition was extended to include all who had set up house since 

September 1939 as well as married refugees. Priority households initially were entitled 

to a maximum of 60 units, although this was adjusted as the war progressed.  Maximum 

retail prices for individual pieces were fixed; and all Utility furniture was exempt from 

purchase tax.  

The Utility scheme initiated a form of consumer rights protection, prompted 

both by the immediate social and economic pressures of war as well as by concerns 

about undesirable trade practices in sections of the industry.  The scheme carefully 

specified a narrow range of designs that not only ensured economy of materials in 

manufacturing, but also was able to provide a uniform quality of product to consumers 

at a fixed price. An extensive network of Government inspectors visited firms to ensure 

manufacturing standards; and as a result the CC41 utility mark, which was to appear on 

each individual item along with the accompanying manufacturer’s designation number, 

functioned as a symbol of product quality control and traceability.  

Moral concerns about labour conditions and wages were enacted through the 

process by which the state chose firms to manufacture Utility furniture.  The Board of 

Trade restructured domestic furniture production at a national level via the ‘designation’ 

of individual firms in particular cities and regions to produce specific types of Utility 

furniture (i.e. chairs, sideboards, wardrobes etc.).  Given the industry’s historic 
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concentration in London and High Wycombe, the state determined that it was vital to 

spread manufacturing capacity more widely over the national space economy during 

wartime across 38 ‘production zones’.44 This would reduce vulnerability to future 

enemy bombing and access a pool of available labour throughout the rest of the country.  

In conjunction with geographical area restrictions placed on buying permits, carefully-

specified production zones also facilitated reductions in distribution costs and demands 

upon scarce petrol resources. The simplicity of standardised designs made it easier for 

new or inexperienced manufacturers and their workforces to take on Utility work.  

Importantly, firm designation was linked to improved wages and conditions for 

workers, although this situation was to emerge through the negotiated process of 

designation rather than made explicit in the initial stated design of the scheme. 

Inspectors appraised firms’ working conditions and technical ability, including making 

moral assessments of firms’ reputation (as ‘good’ or ‘not good’).45 Designation was also 

closely connected to the way the war augmented the effectiveness of trade union 

organisation across the furniture industry by bringing together employees, 

manufacturers and retailers organisations under government sponsorship, such as, from 

1939/1940 the British Furniture Trade Joint Industrial Council (JIC) and the 1940 

Manufacturing Trade Board.46  These agreed policies on wages and conditions, such as 

minimum wages for male and female workers from June 1940. The government also 

accepted union pressure that all firms involved in war production should be unionised.47 

For example, Harris Lebus, London’s largest furniture company with some 3,500 

employees, had resisted interwar lobbying by the National Amalgamated Furnishing 

Trades Association (NAFTA) for union recognition until 1939 when the firm’s 

involvement with government work forced compliance.48 
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This framework of employer-union relations had a precursor in the Joint 

Industrial Council (JIC) set up in December 1918 comprising employers and trade 

unions which sought to regulate wages, hours, grievance procedures and working 

conditions for the post-World War I furniture industry. Amongst other achievements, 

the 1918 JIC agreed a 47-hour working week. The dominant union at the time, NAFTA, 

campaigned strongly during the inter-war period across both large and small firms for 

union recognition and the abolition of piece rate payment by results (PBR),  however, 

success was not uniform.49  

Union influence became more pervasive as the Utility scheme developed. 

Having been consulted early on in the process, furniture trade unions argued that since 

the product was to be standardised in design and price then so too should there be a 

standard national wage for its workers. At a meeting on 3rd July 1942 between Lord 

Forres and the furniture trade it was recorded that on the issue of a national wage, 

unions were ‘by no means satisfied by being told that this was a matter for the Ministry 

of Labour.’50  Furthermore: 

wages paid per hour vary greatly in the industry at the moment, and the Trade 

Union representative said he thought the workers would accept 2/2d an hour as a 

national wage. The non-adherence of certain firms to the “Fair Wages Clause” has 

always been a source of great contention in the Furniture trade.51  

Trade union representatives were to be involved in the process of approving Board of 

Trade designated firms. The nature of this understanding was made clear by one of its 

members: 

I think we should have to insist that a firm paid the Joint Industrial Council wages, 

and we should certainly take into account the Union’s views on a firm, for 

example, if they reported exceptionally bad working conditions, I do not think we 

should licence.52   
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As part of the designation process, the Board of Trade clearly recorded ‘approved by 

Union’ or ‘agreed by Trade and Union’ as well as ‘Not approved by Union but should 

proceed.’53  Thus in practice whilst not compulsory, union pressure did lead most firms 

becoming closed shops.  The intricacies of this process are captured in Reid’s account 

of Jock Shanley, then secretary of Amalgamated Union of Upholsterers (AUU): 

As soon as we knew the name of a factory which was to produce furniture under 

the utility scheme, we sent an official down to meet the management, and told 

them, ‘We have come to sign up all your work people as you are going into the 

utility scheme.’ The suggestion was that it was a condition of the contract that all 

workers should be in the union. No one ever questioned it and we established our 

influence over the whole of the utility making factories very quickly’54  

Clearly, the moral imperatives of the Utility scheme emerged not simply through 

government statute and regulation but through negotiated networks of practice. 

4. Geographies of Utility in London 

The Utility scheme had a dramatic impact upon the scale and geographies of the 

furniture industry, both nationally and across its traditional centres of London and High 

Wycombe. Initially only 137 nucleus firms across the UK were licensed for production 

by March 1943.55 With a total of just over 4,000 employees this marked a dramatic 

reduction from the national pre-war figure of 100,000 furniture workers.56 The Board of 

Trade licensed more firms as the war progressed—for example responding to rising 

demand consequent from the renewed bombing campaign of 1944—but by the end of 

the war in September 1945 there were only 497 designated firms, employing 19,091 

workers.57  

We can get a sense of the implications for London by examining mappings of 

firms licensed to manufacture utility during the war, across London more widely 
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(Figure 1) and the traditional East End production centre more specifically (inset). It is 

notoriously difficult to compile consistent figures for the furniture industry given its 

precarious and fragmentary structure; and gaps in the Census record are in part behind 

the aforementioned tendency for commentators to ignore wartime economic 

geographies.58  However, we can discern the scale of concentration by comparing 

Utility designations to the pre-war situation. The Final Report of the 1935 Census of 

Production (published 1944) indicates a total of 771 furniture establishments across 

Greater London. This figure, which includes High Wycombe manufacturers, had an 

estimated total employment of 52,852 persons.59 Oliver’s estimates, which exclude 

High Wycombe firms, suggests a figure as high as 1,103 firms by 1939.60 (see Table 1). 

TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 

Under the Utility scheme 40 London firms were designated by February 1944, 

rising to 58 by December 1944, which represented 11% of firms nationally. These were 

mostly what might be described as ‘middling’ sized firms.61 Whilst a few designations 

were group schemes, such as GA Chairworks in Camden, which was an amalgamation 

of 17 smaller firms,62 the contraction of firms is clearly evident.  

FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 

There was considerable variation across the London firms in terms of which of 

the 17 items of Utility furniture they were licensed to manufacture and the geographical 

zones they could supply. Most firms were allocated one or two items; and in 

comparison with firms outside the capital, their supply zones were relatively extensive, 

covering Greater London and much of the South East of England. For example, Zinkins 

of Hackney made sideboards and dining tables, A. Sadovsky and R. Shipman on Curtain 

Road made wardrobes, chests and tallboys. Some firms allocated specialist items were 

permitted to ship them even more widely to compensate for lower levels of demand. 
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Makers of kitchen cabinets (e.g. Bernard Parker & Co., Sparrow Simmons and Sons) 

could supply 22 different zones stretching from London and the South East through the 

Midlands and into South and mid-Wales, whilst Nursery Furnishings Ltd of Peckham 

supplied 10 zones.  

Supply territories for London firms were modified at certain points in time. In 

February 1944, for example, following transportation difficulties, they were 

‘appreciably cut down’.63 By August 1944 they were expanded because production rates 

in London were starting to exceed local consumer demand, whilst unmet demand 

existed elsewhere in the country and fuel for transport was more available. Predicting 

and allocating demand on the basis of allocated units to those entitled was never easy as 

is discernible from the exasperation of Board of Trade reports: 

It is a curious phenomenon of war-time shortages that even people who don’t want 

something very badly will queue up for it or apply for a piece of paper which will 

entitle them to it just in case they want it later 64 

Interestingly, it was initially judged that the flying bomb campaign on London was also 

cutting demand ‘at a time when already the public was showing some hesitation in 

using units, possibly in the hope of better furniture to come.’65  ‘Londoners, whether 

bombed or not, are clearly playing a waiting game and adding to our embarrassment in 

doing so’66 However, by October 1944: 

…a very different complexion has been put upon the position in every respect. 

Even in London, production and orders received show a steep rise and it may be 

that we are past the danger spot. The recent comparative immunity from flying 

bombs and the start made on repairing houses have made for greater security of 

tenure. I have no doubt also that the President’s timely statement in the House on 

the Vote of Credit about the continuance of utility – which fortunately received a 

good Press – has also helped a great deal.67  
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Over the same period of time 29 firms were designated in the High Wycombe area and 

almost all specialising in kitchen and dining chairs that could be supplied often up to all 

of the 38 national zoned areas. 

Of those London firms not designated to manufacture Utility, many larger firms 

such as Lebus were involved in war work. Whilst Lebus lobbied to produce Utility 

furniture alongside manufacture of munitions cases and glider components, their 1943 

application was rejected, being judged as part of ‘the difficult labour area of Tottenham’ 

as well as government concern over ‘the reaction of the rest of the [furniture] trade, 

knowing that there are other firms in London now without work’68  Many remaining 

undesignated smaller companies closed down as their owners enlisted for military 

service. Some survived by being allocated repair work of bombed damaged furniture or 

the making of making domestic woodware products from ‘off-cuts’, whilst there was 

also a compensation scheme for firms not designated.   

5. Post-war resonances:  the 1946 Working Party Report and beyond   

The Utility furniture scheme lasted until 1948, and a modified ‘Freedom of Design’ 

phase, which gave manufacturers flexibility in design within the specified material 

dimensions but with continued price control and quality assurance, lasted until 1952.69  

Across London, larger companies formerly engaged in war contracts were now 

permitted to join the range of firms who had been given Utility designations.  The group 

of small and medium sized firms that had not received designations during the war often 

did not return to furniture production in peacetime.  In addition to materials shortages, 

wartime bomb damage of premises made it particularly difficult for London firms to 

restart production.70  

As the London furniture industry continued to develop over the 1950s and 

1960s, production, output and employment became increasingly concentrated in the 
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upper Lea Valley area. It was here that larger and more highly capitalised firms 

developed economies of scale through mass production of higher volume modularised 

furniture using new materials such as plywood and particle chipboard, which in turn 

were less dependent upon traditional furniture making labour skills. In relative terms, 

the traditional East End furniture cluster was to decline, although the 1957 County of 

London Plan was still able to identify over 60 establishments in the Bethnal Green and 

Shoreditch areas. Surviving smaller firms, unable to compete with the scale producers, 

tended to concentrate on more specialised ‘period piece’ reproduction trade.  

There have been some attempts to document the scale of these shifts over this 

period, albeit again hindered by inconsistencies and gaps in official data sources. In 

broad terms, however, by 1961 the London and South East region accounted for 45% of 

national furniture work by turnover, which rises to 60% with the inclusion of High 

Wycombe and the Southern region71. The 1958 Census of Production suggests some 

32,500 employees in the furniture industry across Greater London, 35.3% of the 

national total, whilst the 1957 County of London Development Plan identifies 18,655 

‘Furniture-making operatives’.72 This much lower figure is partly explained because 

much of the Lea Valley area lay at that time outside the County jurisdiction. Oliver’s 

survey enumerates 11,842 ‘Furniture making operatives in known works’ either side of 

the Lea Valley in 1961.73 

In omitting analysis of the war and the Utility scheme, existing accounts of 

twentieth century furniture economic geographies are unable to fully understand a set of 

important economic and political shifts and the character of this evolving industry.74  In 

contrast, we argue that Utility instigated a set of important implications and resonances 

that continued to shape the London furniture industry over the peacetime period of 

reconstruction.  Although Freedom of Design ended in 1952, there was continued desire 
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for a means of guaranteeing quality standards, and the Furniture Development Council 

sought to work with the British Standards Institution to prepare British Standards for 

domestic furniture, albeit that the achievement of agreement across different industry 

interest groups ultimately was highly problematic.75  

The two most identifiable aspects in these impacts were the way it was to shape 

the modernisation of furniture production and the transformation of labour relations. 

Both of these formed important themes within the 1946 Board of Trade Working Party 

Reports:  Furniture, an official attempt to consolidate concerns underpinning the Utility 

scheme. Published after a year of investigation, the Working Party Report explicitly 

sought reform of the ‘chaotic labour conditions which prevailed before the war’ which 

were ‘responsible for many of the evils of the trade, not least for the depreciation of 

quality resulting from price-cutting’76  Post-war reconstruction was thus not just seen as 

physical renewal but had strong moral implications.  The Report was scathing of many 

traditional London firms that had been excluded from the Utility scheme: 

There is a tendency in some quarters to sentimentalise about small firms and to 

represent them all as being craftsmen producing the finest furniture.  In fact, a 

relatively small proportion are within this category and far too many of them are 

producing shoddy furniture under shocking conditions.77 

The Working Party took care not to essentialise about firm size:  larger scale firms were 

not seen to be exclusively morally superior78; and the report sought reform of technical, 

educational, and working practices across the whole of the furniture industry. 

Modernising labour relations:  Trade union organisation 

To address their concerns the Working Party recommended the establishment of a body 

to oversee the post-war development of the industry and to guide innovations in 

production marketing and training. The resulting Furniture Development Council 
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established under the 1947 Industrial Organisation and Development Act was unique to 

the furniture industry. The Report also argued that the Utility scheme along with the 

accompanying tripartite relations it established between state, employers and unions had 

been fundamental in discouraging the condition of sweated labour.79  The Joint 

Industrial Council established during the war was viewed as a model for post-war 

collaboration:  it 

…is now a truly representative body, able to speak and act for the industry, to 

survey its problems and potentialities without sectional bias, and reliable to 

negotiate with Government Departments. The good work of this organisation will 

extend far beyond the period of controls80 (BT 64/2042)  

This was indeed soon realised as in 1946 the JIC, comprising the British Furniture 

Trade Employers (BFTC) and the NAFTA furniture workers’ union, negotiated a new 

National Labour Agreement for the Furniture Manufacturing Industry. This established 

a 44 hour working week and agreements on issues such as, overtime rates, conditions 

and cost of living allowances for workers based age, trade and gender, with higher 

scales for those based in London.81 This agreement set the path for a period of relative 

harmony in post-war industrial relations.  

In May 1947, NAFTA and the Amalgamated Union of Upholsterers (AAU), 

merged to form a single union.82 This in part reflected union recognition that 

modernisation and mass production within the industry was breaking down traditional 

skill boundaries. Between 1946 and 1952 industry output almost doubled alongside only 

a 10 per cent increase in employment, demonstrating that industry was ‘…well on the 

way to becoming a 'hand assisted machine production industry.’83 As unions sought a 

share of this prosperity, targeting recruitment in the larger London establishments, 

wages and conditions strengthened considerably such that by the 1960s much of the 
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worst of the East End sweated trades had disappeared and furniture work had become 

one of the better paid trades.84   

Modernising production 

Not only did good labour relations provide a platform for the transformation of 

production, but also technological and organisational lessons were learnt during the war. 

Some of these were directly attributable to the Utility scheme. As reported to Maurice 

Jay in 1965, furniture manufacturer Leslie Gomme, whose firm went on to develop the 

well-known G-Plan range, indicated that ‘…the Utility scheme [was] a godsend to the 

furniture industry’: 

“It opened our eyes,” he told me, “to what could be done when a limited number of 

designs is produced in large quantities.  When freedom of design was restored, 

there was an immediate return to the proliferation of designs of the prewar era.  

Our profits dropped slightly and we realised that we were unable to utilise our 

factories efficiently because of the multiplicity of designs that the trade 

demands.”85   

State direction of furniture manufacturers involved in war-work, be that the within the 

technologically specialised dispersed sub-contracting networks of Mosquito aircraft 

production, or the high-volume output of more mundane tent pegs and munitions boxes, 

also were to learn lessons that crossed over and resonated with the post-war 

reconstruction of the industry, since: 

All were quite fundamental in establishing the technological base for the furniture 

industry of the post-war years, as well as the management/control function of this 

now technologically rather than craft based industry.86 

5. Im/moral geographies 

Our evaluation of the Utility has shown the enduring impact of its interventions and 
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underpinning through a set of morally virtuous discourses, both features of which are 

captured by Labour MP for Edmonton Austen Albu’s address to Parliament at the end 

of the scheme where he characterises it  

…as a guarantee of quality in the difficult times which we were passing through, so 

as to be able to supply furniture of a reasonably decent design and quality to people 

building up homes for the first time, or people who had been bombed out of their 

homes. The scheme was very popular during those war years, and the word 

"Utility" became, in the words of my right hon. Friend [H Dalton], a "noble title." 

No one will deny the influence which this scheme has had on standards in the 

furniture industry, not only during the war but after the war, when there was very 

considerable modification and relaxation.87   

Utility represented an explicit practical construction of putting ‘right’ both the 

production and distribution/consumption of goods. 

Highlighting the particular moral geographies of production and supply that 

Utility set in train both during and after the war further enables us to emphasise that 

moral geographical outcomes are not fixed or guaranteed. The Second World War saw 

varying geographies of bombing across Europe as well as disparate responses to 

wartime aerial bombardment and their moral geographies. Commenting on the relative 

‘success’ of British rationing schemes, Waller has written that the black market in the 

immediate post-war period: 

bore no comparison with the black market in newly liberated Paris, which in the 

absence of rationing to ensure fair shares for all, was raging out of control […] In 

England, where there was an ordered rationing system which had public support, 

the black market operated on the fringes.88   

Comparison with the moral complexities and spatialities of Nazi Germany are 

also insightful in this respect. In Germany, compensation paid to bombed householders 

had its roots in reparation arrangements developed during the Franco-Prussian war, 
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allowing civilians in need to claim cash or materials from war damage offices 

administered by local authorities.89  Süss reports that the War Damage Legislation in 

Germany (KSR:  Kreigsschädenrecht) was explicitly viewed by the Nazi administration 

as ‘much more comprehensive, more equitable and more robust’ than equivalent British 

legislative model.90  German war damage offices were required to be ‘fast, generous and 

unbureaucratic in their granting of compensation of “national comrades,”’ with one 

clear exception:  Jews were excluded from any compensation.91  Not only were Jews 

prohibited from making claims, but Jewish property was:   

regarded by the local compensation offices as an important resource they 

controlled and that could be used in the interests of the “national community” to 

provide victims of bombing with furniture, household goods and living quarters.92 

Additionally, the Reich arranged for plundered possessions from Jewish households 

outside Germany to be redistributed ‘at home’:   

Between March 1942 and July 1943 Hamburg alone received 45 shiploads from 

Holland, containing 27,000 metric tons of furniture, household goods and clothing 

that were intended primarily for the victims of bombing.  In total some 100,000 

inhabitants of the city and the surrounding area are likely to have benefited 

between 1941 and 1945 from plundered Jewish property, which in the words of 

one of the auctioneers speaking after the war went ‘for the most part for 

knockdown prices’ without arousing significant moral qualms.93 

Looting of French, Belgian and Dutch Jewish homes took place under the code named 

“Möbel-Aktion” (Furniture Action) from 1942 onwards.94  The seized Lévitan 

department store in Paris was used by the Nazis to store items of furniture and 

household goods prior to shipment to Germany:  in Paris alone furniture was taken from 

38,000 homes.95  Highly entangled moral geographies were at work across Europe:  as 

Dreyfus and Gensburger argue, under M-Aktion, ‘every German victim of Allied 
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bombing raids became a potential beneficiary of the plunder and murder of the Jews of 

occupied Western Europe’.96 

The later history of London’s furniture trades provides further insight. Whilst 

Utility helped to launch a period of post-war growth in output and labour conditions, by 

the 1970s the fragility of such achievements became apparent as the industry entered a 

period of crisis and rapid decline. Increased competition both with more highly 

capitalised industries in some countries and with low wage production in others became 

highly problematic for remaining London firms.  One response was the cheapening of 

production costs through the use of immigrant labour in anti-union establishments, 

which was to leave the industry as fragmented and divided as it had been in the 

nineteenth century.97  

6. Conclusion 

Whilst dominant reconstruction narratives of bombed cities such as London 

have tended to focus on the physical renewal of the post-war built environment and 

public or civic architectures of planning and building, our consideration of the Utility 

furniture scheme emphasises that the material destruction of London’s houses and 

homes also necessitated a pragmatic reworking of household provisioning and of the 

networks through which the material objects of the home were supplied. The paper 

illustrates the ways in which—alongside the immoralities inherent in the direct 

consequences of the bombing of London for consumers and makers of furniture—

governmental response was shaped by longer-standing moral concerns about furniture 

production, distribution and consumption that were grounded in specific discourses 

regarding the character of the London’s furniture trades, particularly in its traditional 

East End location. Moreover, we have shown that the Utility scheme was to have 

important and enduring impacts and resonances during London’s peacetime 
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reconstruction. The paper has delineated the entanglements involved in the making and 

remaking of moralities across space98 and in particular the role of collective and 

institutional responses to the bombed city. 
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Table 1.   London Furniture Trades: Number of Entries in Post Office Directories, 1939 

Post Office Area Cabinet 

Makers 

Chair 

Maker 

Upholsterer Furniture 

Manufacturer 

Total 

E1       Stepney 34 1 11 7 53 

E2       Bethnal Green 315 52 38 34 439 

EC2    Finsbury, Curtain Road 100 27 30 55 212 

E8, E9   Hackney 13 7 5 12 37 

N1       Hoxton, Islington 116 41 27 42 226 

W1      West End 57 8 51 20 136 

Total 635 136 162 170 1103 

Source: Derived from Oliver (1961) ‘The East London Furniture Industry’, East London 

Papers, 4, 2 October, 89. 

 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1: London designated firms for Utility furniture production, February 1943 to 

December 1944   Source:  Board of Trade, Correspondence re designations, TNA BT 

64/1816 
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